Handwritten:

1) 8-9
   9-10:30 break
2) 10:30-12:00 Leaders set
   educational background
3) 12-1:00 small group
   [crossed out: 10:00-1:00]
   1:00-2
   2:00-5
   [crossed out: 4]
   5) read
   6) think
   7) write postcard
   8) dinner
4) evening
   1) think and read
   2) write

and in bed: 3:00-4:00
letters, money, mail

The next day:
1) write in Brain + Embryo + tenth gradient
2) write only: End of text (?)
3) present to CAB
4) direct oneton
5) visit other labs often, topics: (optical?)
6) do exploring work
For command:

1) Reddys box
2) Tuck in sheet
3) Ambu - after first use
   Take precaution
4) Bed
5) N/A

2) Get for new people for command